
ISSUES RELATED TO RISING PRICE ESSAY

The price rise is a world phenomenon today and inflation is affecting every section (rich and poor) of society. Our
country is also facing this problem. The prices.

This, in turn, brings a halt to productivity, causing shortage of goods and commensurate rise in prices. In
addition, changing habits have increased the demand for certain commodities well beyond what can be
supplied. The industrialists, the manufacturers and the middlemen seek the highest profits and have no soft
corner for the poor consumer and the purchaser. Thus, with every rise in price index, the government has to
raise dearness allowance which costs them two or three hundred crores of rupees. That in turn brings down
productivity leading to further increase in prices. It has and will further make poor poorer and rich richer and
consequently will bring untold miseries to men of common means. Artificial Shortage of Goods: The tendency
of profiteering and hoarding has also increased among the traders and the businessmen. Production of
agricultural goods should be increased along with industrial goods. India is faced today with one of the most
critical economic situations. The fixed-income groups like salaried people, wage-earners and pensioners are
the most helpless victims of inflation. What Rising Prices Do It has commonly been held that price rises are a
normal part of a growing economy. The reason is not for to seek. They make a economic activities uncertain
and unstable, causing great unrest in the minds of the people. The price rises become part of the political
agenda for opposition parties to attack the government. Internal â€” These are factors that are caused by the
economic and political situations inside the country. Two-pronged attack has to be launched in order to hold
and bring down the price line. They take interest in blaming each other and politicizing a problem affecting
every common citizen. In this way, rupee is being devaluated. The cumulative effect is a growing pressure on
prices. But in fad it is not. The deficit financing in the plans is also responsible for the roaring prices. It has
been estimated that if all the black money stored in the Swiss Bank of Switzerland comes back to our country
not only will the prices be slashed down but the Indian government will also get rid of all the loans that it has
taken from the developed countries. These bodies monitor the prices and supplies of essential commodities
regularly. Obviously, we can not do much about global inflation and the impact it has on the price situation in
India. In absence of any charging the maximum price in place of reasonable price to gain maximum profit.
While a drop in prices is good news for middle and lower class consumers; an increase might cause financial
constraints to them. Production costs can go up because the cost of the raw materials goes up or because of
taxation or because of increased wages to its workers. India I facing this problem. A drought or a flood is
enough to disrupt supply and increase prices. The causes of increase in money supply are well 'nown, vi!.
There is no actual shortage of any thing in the country. Political parties regardless of ideologies, have one
common ideology-Shedding crocodile tears for the poor to collect their respective votes. Conclusion People
are directly impacted by inflation. The Third, major factor responsible for price rise is that due to great
emphasis laid on heavy industries in our Five-Year-Plans, agriculture and consumer goods industries, which
produce the items required by the people, have received insufficient attention. But the trouble starts when the
income of the people does not match with rising prices.


